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Three-dimensional simulations of reversible bimolecular reactions.
II. The excited-state target problem with different lifetimes

Alexander V. Popova) and Noam Agmonb)

Department of Physical Chemistry and the Fritz Haber Research Center, The Hebrew University,
Jerusalem 91904, Israel

~Received 20 March 2002; accepted 4 June 2002!

We report a first microscopic simulation for the diffusional kinetics of a reversible excited-state
reaction, A1B↔ AB, where A and AB have different lifetimes and the B-particles are in excess.
When the excited species equilibrate fast compared with the excited-state lifetimes, one obtains the
pre-equilibrium approximation. The full time-dependence in this case is approximated by a shifted
infinite-lifetime expression, and this allows us to derive an analytic expression for the asymptotic
exponent. Multiplying this exponential is at23/2 term. When the excited-state decay of AB is fast,
we obtain the quasistationary approximation. Quantitative comparison between various theories and
simulation is presented. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1496455#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Bimolecular reactivity in solution is more complex tha
most chemists care to admit. The chemical rate equatio1

describe a special limit when diffusion is very fast as co
pared with the intrinsic reactivity. For fast reactions, the
fect of diffusion in shaping the spatial particle distributio
cannot be neglected. When the reaction is reversible, m
body competition for rebinding can render the precise so
tion a real challenge.

This challenge has been met for the simplest kind
pseudo-unimolecular reversible reactions,

A 1 B�
kd

ka

AB,

in which c[@B#@ @A# and both A and AB are static~the
so-called ‘‘target problem’’!.2–23 The theoretical endeavo
has yielded a host of approximate theories, and an e
asymptotic solution14,16,21,22for the probability,P(t,u*), of
observing the bound AB state,

P~ tu* !;
cKeq

11cKeq
1

Keq

~11cKeq!
3~4pDt !3/2

, ~1.1!

given that A was initially bound (* ). HereD is the relative
A–B diffusion coefficient andKeq[ka /kd is the equilibrium
constant.~The reaction is assumed to occur when the A
separation reaches the ‘‘contact’’ distance,a.) The kinetics
approach an equilibrium plateau,cKeq/(11cKeq), with a
power-law asymptotics having a concentration-depend
amplitude.

The various analytical theories were initially test
against one-dimensional~1D! Brownian simulations,24–28

and more recently against three-dimensional~3D! simu-
lations.29–31The simulations were indispensable in establi
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ing the asymptotic behavior of Eq.~1.1!.27,30 After repeated
experimental efforts,32–34 it was also possible to verify it
experimentally, for excited-state~ES! proton transfer to sol-
vent ~PTTS! at varyingpH values.

In Part I of this series,31 we have extended the range
the 3D simulations and compared the results against var
available theories. We found that the ‘‘Multi-Particle Kern
1’’ ~MPK1! theory of Sung and Lee18 reproduces our calcu
lations for all times and all kinetic parameters. Thus,
practical purposes the simplest reversible problem seem
be solved.

However, the situation for ES PTTS reactions is mo
complex, because they take place in an excited electro
state, where A* and AB* have finite ES lifetimes,

A*1B
↓k08

�
kd

ka

AB*
↓k0

tA51/k08 andtAB51/k0 . The geminate limit of this problem
(c50) has been recently treated by Gopichet al.35–37 In the
absence of an interaction potential~between A and B! it is
possible to obtain an exact solution for the probability of t
bound and unbound states,P(tu* ) and S(tu* ) respectively,
starting from an initially bound state (* ).

For this kinetic scheme, three important combinations
rate parameters are the ES decay rate difference,

Dk [k02k08 , ~1.2a!

and the overall dissociation (koff) and association (kon) rate
constants,

koff[kdkD /~ka1kD!, kon[kakD /~ka1kD!, ~1.2b!

wherekD54pDa is the diffusion-control rate constant. Fo
the geminate problem, a kinetic transition was found35,36

when

Dk52koff . ~1.3!

.

6 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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In the so-called ‘‘A-regime,’’Dk.2koff , the solution of the
corresponding diffusion-type equation tends ast→` to

P8~ tu* ![P~ tu* ! ek08t;Z2
Keq

~4pDt !3/2
, ~1.4a!

S8~ tu* ![S~ tu* ! ek08t;ZS 11
ZKeqDk

4pD

1

ApDt
D . ~1.4b!

HereZ is the ultimate escape probability,

Z[koff /~koff1Dk!. ~1.5!

When Dk,2koff , the effect of diffusion diminishes to th
extent that the asymptotic behavior becomes purely expo
tial ~‘‘AB-regime’’ !. This kinetic transition has been verifie
experimentally38 for ES proton transfer from a photoacid
5-~methanesulfonyl!-1-naphthol,39 to various solvents.

The pseudo-unimolecular case where bothDkÞ0 and
c.0 was first studied by Kwac, Yang, and Shin23 using the
kinetic theory of Yang, Lee, and Shin~YLS!.17 This is some-
times called the ‘‘Multi-Particle Kernel 2’’ ~MPK2!
theory.19,20Kwac et al.suggest that oncec.0, a kinetic tran-
sition occurs atDk50: The equilibrium plateau in Eq.~1.1!
and thet23/2 behavior disappear, and the kinetics ultimate
either decays (Dk.0) or grows (Dk,0) exponentially.
They conclude that since in the PTTS experiments the l
times are never precisely equal,32–34 these experiments hav
actually monitored an intermediate-time behavior. T
present work will test these conclusions using accurate si
lations.

To achieve this, we have extended our 3D Brown
dynamics algorithm, described in Part I,31 to the case of dif-
ferent lifetimes. Some of our simulation results are presen
below. For smalluDku, we suggest a simple approximatio
motivated by the ‘‘Pre-equilibrium Approximation’’~PA! of
chemical kinetics. For large and positiveDk the reaction is
equivalent to a two-step irreversible reaction, to which
apply the ‘‘Quasistationary Approximation’’~QA!. In both
cases we are able to derive analytic expressions for the l
time behavior of the binding and survival probabilitie
which are compared with the simulation results.

II. THEORY

A. General results

Our model for reversible binding in the ‘‘target’’ limi
involves a static, spherical binding site of radiusa ~the ex-
cited molecule, A* ! at the origin, surrounded initially byN
noninteracting, identical point particles~the B-molecules!
which are randomly distributed in a big sphere of radiusR
centered at the origin. They all have identical diffusion c
efficients,D. Two initial conditions are considered for th
trap: Either it is vacant~eq! or bound to one of the
B-particles~* !. In the first case, we denote the distances
the B-particles from the origin byr5(r 1 , . . . ,r N), whereas
if particle i is bound, we denote the coordinates of the
maining particles byrÞ i5(r 1 ,...,r i 21 ,r i 11 , . . . ,r N). Given
the volume of the big sphere,V[4pR3/3, the B-particle
concentration isc5N/V.
Downloaded 22 Aug 2002 to 132.64.1.37. Redistribution subject to AIP
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Whenever the site is vacant, a B-particle at distancr
from it may bind with a rate coefficientWa(r ). A bound B
may, in turn, dissociate to a distancer with a rate coefficient
Wd(r ). These sink terms are positive, integrable function

E
0

`

d3r Wa~r !5ka , E
0

`

d3r Wd~r !5kd , ~2.1!

and their integrals are the association and dissociation
coefficients, respectively. In addition, AB* and A* may de-
cay unimolecularly to the ground state with rate constantsk0

andk08 , respectively. Here we are interested in the case
k0Þk08 .

Denote byFA(r,t) the probability density for the site to
be empty by timet after the initiation of the reaction, and b
FABi

(rÞ i ,t) to have particle Bi bound to it, with the remain-
ing N21 particles at the distances specified by the vec
rÞ i . These density functions obey theN11 coupled many-
particle diffusion equations11,21,22

]FA~r,t !

]t
5(

i 51

N

@LiFA2Wa~r i ! FA1Wd~r i ! FABi
#

2k08 FA , ~2.2a!

]FABi
~rÞ i ,t !

]t
5 (

j (Þ i )51

N

LjFABi
1E

0

`

d3r i Wa~r i ! FA

2~kd1k0! FABi
. ~2.2b!

Here Li is the spherically-symmetric diffusion operator
three dimensions

Li[D r i
22 ]

]r i
r i

2 ]

]r i
. ~2.3!

The simplification of spherical symmetry arises because A
static for the target problem.

As opposed to many of the approximate theories that
nonlinear, the exact many-particle Eqs.~2.2! are linear. As a
result, the ‘‘lifetime-corrected’’ functions,

FA8 5FA exp~k08t !, FABi
8 5FABi

exp~k08t !, ~2.4!

obey the same Eqs.~2.2! with k08 replaced by zero andk0

replaced byDk of Eq. ~1.2a!. Thus the primed functions ar
the exact solution for the kinetic scheme,

A* 1 B�
kd

ka

AB* →
Dk

AB ~2.5!

in which a sink term is imposed only at the AB* state.
The survival and binding probabilities,S(t) and P(t),

respectively, are obtained by the corresponding integratio
FA(r,t) andFABi

(rÞ i ,t). When multiplied by exp(k08t), they
are denoted byS8(t) and P8(t), respectively. For the two
initial conditions under consideration, their Laplace tran
forms may be written formally as19,23

S̃8~sueq!5@~s1Dk!F̃~s!1kd#/Q, ~2.6a!

P̃8~sueq!5cka /Q, ~2.6b!
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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S̃8~su* !5kd /Q, ~2.6c!

P̃8~su* !5@sF̃~s!1cka#/Q, ~2.6d!

wheres is the Laplace variable adjoint tot. The denominator
Q(s) is given by

Q~s!5~s1Dk!~sF̃~s!1cka!1skd . ~2.7!

The functionF̃ is the ‘‘diffusion factor function,’’19,31 con-
taining the complexity of the many-particle problem. T
simple chemical kinetic limit of these equations, solved
years ago by Weller,40 corresponds to the caseF̃51. Various
levels of many-particle diffusion theories imply different a
proximations forF̃.31

One may utilize the above expressions to eliminateF̃
and obtain rigorous relations between the solutions for
various initial conditions. From Eqs.~2.6! we find

sS̃8~sueq!1cKeq~s1Dk! S̃8~su* !51, ~2.8a!

sS̃8~su* !1~s1Dk! P̃8~su* !51. ~2.8b!

Also, P̃8(sueq)5cKeqS̃8(su* ). In the special case thatDk
50, Eq. ~2.8a! reduces to Eq.~4.23! of Ref. 5, whereas Eq
~2.8b! becomes the normalization~probability conservation!
condition. These equations may be easily inverted

cKeqS8~ tu* !5e2Dkt2S8~ tueq!1Dk e2Dkt*S8~ tueq!,
~2.9a!

P8~ tu* !5e2Dkt2S8~ tu* !1Dk e2Dkt*S8~ tu* !, ~2.9b!

where f *g5*0
t f (t)g(t2t8) dt8 denotes the convolution o

the functionsf (t) and g(t). These exact relations can b
used to obtainS8(tu*) from S8(tueq) and, subsequently
P8(tu*) from S8(tu*).

While the many-body equations depicting reaction~2.5!
cannot be solved exactly in the general case, one may h
to obtain approximate solutions valid in the limits of sm
and largeuDku. We treat these two cases below.

B. The pre-equilibrium approximation

Consider the case whereuDku is small as compared with
the reversible equilibration rate parameter,

l[kd1cka . ~2.10!

In this limit, one expects to have rapid equilibration followe
by ES decay occurring with an effective rate constant,keff ,
given by the weighted average,

keff1k085
cka

l
k01

kd

l
k08 , keff 5

cka

l
Dk. ~2.11!

We term this the simplified ‘‘Pre-equilibrium Approxima
tion’’ ~PA!. In this limit, the bound and free states are e
pected to decay at long times as

P8~ t !;cka exp~2keff t !/l, S8~ t !;kd exp~2keff t !/l.
~2.12!

The observed asymptotic exponent,k081keff , equalsk08 in the
geminate limit (c50) and tends tok0 as c→`. When the
Downloaded 22 Aug 2002 to 132.64.1.37. Redistribution subject to AIP
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ES decay rates are not infinitesimally small, this is still t
asymptotic decay, albeit with corrected coefficients which
determine below.

A more sophisticated version of the PA is obtained
arguing that, since the ES decay is nearly decoupled from
reversible reaction, for smallDk we may useF̃0[F̃Dk50 ,
albeit with a shifted argument

F̃PA~s!'F̃0~s1keff!. ~2.13!

Sincekeff is the slowest time-scale of the system,s→2keff at
long times, and the argument shift ensures that it would
become negative. In previous work31 we have shown that the
MKP1 theory of Sung and Lee18 provides an excellent ap
proximation forF̃0 , which we denote byF̃MPK1 . In the Re-
sults we show that this indeed provides an excellent appr
mation for smalluDku.

To find an analytic expression for the long-time behav
we can make use of the smalls expansion for MPK1,
obtained in the Appendix of Ref. 31. In the limit tha
s→2keff , F̃MPK1(s1keff)→F̃MPK1(0)[v0 , where the con-
stantv0 is31

v05~11ka /kD!kd /l 1cka S̃S~0;c1Keq
21!, ~2.14!

andSS(t;c)5exp@2c*0
t kS(t8)dt8# is the survival probability

from the Smoluchowski theory.41 In the lowest order ap-
proximation ~small c), S̃S(0;c1Keq

21)'(11ka /kD)/l and
then v0'11ka /kD . In the reaction-control limit,kD→`
andv0→1.

An improved estimate forkeff can be obtained from the
smallest root of the denominatorQ(s) of Eq. ~2.7!. By sub-
stituting thereF̃(0)5v0 , we obtain a quadratic equation
easily solved forkeff to give

l1v0~Dk22keff!5A~l1v0Dk!224ckav0Dk

5A~l2v0Dk!214kdv0Dk. ~2.15a!

Figure 1 showskeff as a function ofDk for several concen-
trations. It changes sign atDk50, so that exp(2kefft) is a
decaying~rising! exponential forDk.0 (,0), and this is

FIG. 1. The effective rate constant of Eq.~2.15a! as a function of the
difference in ES decay rate constants for the indicated concentrations,
onstrated usinga51, D51, ka5125, andkd55. Thin dashed–dotted lines
are the linear approximation in Eq.~2.11!. For c51 it coincides with the
corresponding full line. The dashed vertical lines are the boundaries o
regime defined in Eq.~2.17b!.
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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the origin of the ‘‘transition’’ observed by Kwacet al.23 The
geminate transition atDk52koff is manifested in the abrup
change in slope ofkeff vs Dk for small c ~e.g., for c
50.001 in Fig. 1!.

Our keff exhibits several interesting limiting behavior
For smallc, whenv0'11ka /kD , it reduces to

l81Dk22keff 'A~l81Dk!224ckonDk

5A~l82Dk!214konDk, ~2.15b!

where l8[ckon1koff @see Eq.~1.2b!#. When v051 ~the
reaction-control limit of largekD) this reduces to the solutio
of the chemical kinetic equations, as obtained by Weller.33,40

Whenv0 uDku!l, one may neglect (v0Dk)2 in comparison
to l2 in Eq. ~2.15a!. Expanding the square-root then reduc
keff to the simplified PA version in Eq.~2.11!, which is shown
by the dotted lines in Fig. 1. In the opposite limit, whe
v0 uDku@l, we getkeff →cka /v0 . If, in addition,c is small
keff reduces tockon. Finally, if v0Dk1kd@cka , then by a
similar expansion one obtains

keff '
ckaDk

v0Dk1kd
'

ckonDk

koff1Dk
5cZKeqDk, ~2.16!

where the second equality comes from settingv0'1
1ka /kD . Equation~2.16! corresponds to the QA limit dis
cussed in Sec. II C below. Thus Eq.~2.15a! appears to hold
beyond the validity range of the PA.

Let us consider next this validity range. Since Eq.~2.11!
is obtained whenv0 uDku!l, we suggest that the inequalit

v0 uDku<l ~2.17a!

is an approximate condition for the validity of the PA. In th
geminate limit (c→0), v0511ka /kD , and then the condi-
tion ~2.17a! reduces to

uDku<koff . ~2.17b!

Interestingly,Dk52koff defines the transition between th
AB- and the A-regimes,35 see Eq.~1.3!. The PA applicability
range for c50 lies, within the A-regime, symmetrically
aroundDk50. This is shown by the vertical dotted lines
Fig. 1. Within the A-regimekeff →0 asc→0. As c increases,
keff →Dk and the range of applicability for the PA increas
according to Eq.~2.17a!. This is demonstrated by th
‘‘phase-space’’ diagram in Fig. 2. The figure shows th
somewhat better bounds on the PA regime are given
v0 uDku<kd when cKeq,1 and v0 uDku<cka when cKeq

.1.
To get the prefactor in front of the exponential, we wr

Q(s) in terms of its two roots,s152keff ands2 , asQ(s)
5v0(s2s1)(s2s2). Then,

v0 ~s12s2!

Q~s!
5

1

s2s1
2

1

s2s2
. ~2.18!

Thus, from Eq.~2.6! we obtain the leading term in th
asymptotic expansions,
Downloaded 22 Aug 2002 to 132.64.1.37. Redistribution subject to AIP
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S8~ tueq!;
kd1v0~Dk2keff!

A~l1v0Dk!224ckav0Dk
exp~2keff t !

[B exp~2keff t !, ~2.19a!

S8~ tu* !;
kd

A~l1v0Dk!224ckav0Dk
exp~2keff t !,

~2.19b!

P8~ tu* !;
cka2v0keff

A~l1v0Dk!224ckav0Dk
exp~2keff t !

[A exp~2keff t !. ~2.19c!

In the reaction-control limitv051, and these expression
reduce to the solution of the chemical rate equations.40 We
note thatcka>v0keff , so thatA in Eq. ~2.19c! is never nega-
tive. If v0 Dk can be neglected, these equations reduce
ther to the simplified result postulated in Eq.~2.12!.

C. The quasistationary approximation

The other extreme limit in which one may obtain a
analytic solution is whenDk is large and positive, so that on
may apply the quasistationary approximation~QA! for the
concentration of the intermediate, AB* in Eq. ~2.5!. This
approximation is valid when AB* is small~and slowly vary-
ing!, which occurs when its formation rate is negligible com
pared to the AB* depletion rates,

Dk1kd.cka . ~2.20!

Under these conditions, a single steady-state rate consta

kirr5ka Dk/~kd1Dk! ~2.21!

depicts the irreversible depletion of A* . Thus the scheme in
Eq. ~2.5! is replaced by the simplified effective reactio
scheme,

FIG. 2. An approximate locator for the PA and QA regimes in parame
space, showing the simulations performed thus far as diamonds~PA regime!
and circles~QA regime!. The darkness of their fill is an estimate for th
quality of the corresponding approximation~darker means better!. The in-
trinsic rate parameters were held constant at their values ofka5125 and
kd55. The borders of the PA regime are determined fromv0uDku5kd for
cKeq<1 andv0uDku5cka for cKeq>1.
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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A* 1 B →
kirr

AB. ~2.22!

A proof for that, starting from the many-body equatio
~2.2!, is given in the Appendix. It is argued there that, for t
simple version of the QA applied herein, an additional
striction isDk/kd.1. The approximate range of applicabilit
for the QA is depicted in Fig. 2. A more elaborate QA~with
a larger applicability range! is given by Gopich.42

It is interesting that the condition in Eq.~2.20! for the
validity of the QA can be written in a weaker but more com
pact form. Equation~2.20! implies that (11ka /kD)Dk1kd

.cka . Using the definitions ofkoff andZ in Eqs.~1.2b! and
~1.5!, one finds that

cZKeq,1. ~2.23!

We make use of this inequality below.

1. Initially free trap

The exact solution for the irreversible kinetics in E
~2.22! for static A is given, in the pseudo-unimolecular lim
by the Smoluchowski theory.41–44 The survival probability
for an unbound A*, surrounded initially by an equilibrium
distribution of B’s, is then

SS~ t;c!5expS 2cE
0

t

k~ t8! dt8D , ~2.24!

wherek(t) is the time-dependent rate coefficient,

k~ t !5kSS 11
kirr

kD
exp~m2Dt ! erfc~mADt ! D . ~2.25!

Heream511kirr /kD and the Smoluchowski rate constant

kS[
kD kirr

kD1kirr
5ZKeqDk. ~2.26!

The second equality follows for the special value ofkirr ob-
tained, in Eq.~2.21!, for the 2-lifetime problem in the QA
limit. Interestingly, it is identical to the limiting form of
keff /c in Eq. ~2.16!, obtained by imposing the QA validity
condition, Eq.~2.20!, on the PA expression in Eq.~2.15a!.

The Smoluchowski theory provides a long-time asym
totics for the present problem,

S8~ tueq!;SS~ t;c!. ~2.27!

Since, from Eq.~2.23! one finds that

ckS,Dk, ~2.28!

ckS is the slowest rate constant for our system. Therefore
expect Eq.~2.27! to hold for t.1/Dk, after the establishmen
of steady-state conditions. Note that in this solution, we m
take the limitsc→0 or Dk→`. In the first limit S(tueq)
→1, and in the secondkS→kon[Keqkoff . ~However, we
may nottake the limit ofDk→0 at constant concentration!

2. Initially bound state

To obtain the solution for an initially bound state, w
need to perform the convolution in Eq.~2.9!. This may be
done analytically when one applies the familiar long tim
approximation fork(t) in Eq. ~2.25!,45
Downloaded 22 Aug 2002 to 132.64.1.37. Redistribution subject to AIP
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k~ t !;kSS 11
kS

kD

a

ApDt
D . ~2.29!

The survival probability for an initial equilibrium distribu
tion of B’s becomes

S8~ tueq!;exp~2ckS t2bAt !, ~2.30!

whereb5ckS
2/A4(pD)3 andkS5ZKeqDk. In order to per-

form the convolution in Eq.~2.9a!, we make use of the inte
gral

aE
0

t

e2ax2bAx dx

512e2at2bAt1gAp@erfc~Aat1g!2erfc~g!# eg2
,

~2.31!

which can be obtained by completion to squares. Hereg
5b/(2Aa), and erfc(z) is the complementary error functio
~of the possibly complex argumentz). Setting a5ckS

2Dk, we find that

aKeqS8~ tu* !'kS~e2Dk t2e2ckS t2bAt!

1gc21Ap Dk@erfc~Aat1g!

2erfc~g!# eg22Dk t. ~2.32!

To obtain the solution at asymptotically long times w
make use of Eq.~2.28!, thata,0, to eliminate the terms tha
decay as exp(2Dk t). We also make use of the asymptot
expansion exp(z2)erfc(z);1/(Apz), to write

S~ tu* !;
ZS~ tueq!

12cZKeq
S 11

ZKeqDk

4pD~12cZKeq!

1

ApDt
D .

~2.33!

The two leading terms in this asymptotic expansion ar
from the second and third terms in Eq.~2.32!, respectively. A
similar result may be obtained directly from the Lapla
transform in Eq.~2.8a!, by settings to 2ckS in the terms
1Dk. In the time domain

cKeq~Dk2ckS! S8~ tu* !;2dS8~ tueq!/dt

5k~ t ! S8~ tueq!. ~2.34!

Insertingk(t) from Eq. ~2.29! gives Eq.~2.33! with cZKeq

neglected in comparison to unity in the second term. In
geminate limit (c50) both results reduce to Eq.~1.4b!. It is
amusing that the exact geminate asymptotics can be obta
from SS(t;c) which reduces to unity in this limit. Extending
the geminate result to smallc.0, amounts to replacingZ by
Z/(12cZKeq) and multiplying by the Smoluchowski sur
vival probability,SS(t;c).

To get the long-time behavior ofP(tu*), one could use
Eq. ~2.32! in Eq. ~2.9b!. This route requires cumbersom
algebra. Alternately, we can use an analogous approxima
to Eq.~2.34! namely,P8(tu*) ;2dS8(tu*)/ d(Dk2ckS)t, to
get an approximate long-time asymptotics directly from E
~2.33!. This gives
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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P~ tu* !;cKeq

S~ tu* !2

S~ tueq!
1

Z2 Keq

~12cZKeq!
3

S~ tueq!

~4pDt !3/2
.

~2.35!

The first term on the right-hand side comes from differen
ating S8(tueq), whereas the second term comes from diff
entiating thet21/2 term in Eq.~2.33!. InsertingS(tu*) from
Eq. ~2.33!, it is seen that Eq.~2.35! givesP(tu*)/ S(tueq) as
an asymptotic power series int21/2, from which only the
t23/2 term survives in the geminate limit, where it reduces
Eq. ~1.4a!. Unlike the asymptotic survival probabilities
whose geminate form merely gets multiplied byS(tueq), the
binding probability for an initial bound state shows a tran
tion to thet21/2 decay forc.0.

III. NUMERICS

The numerical algorithm for the two-lifetime problem
identical to the algorithm previously employed31 for the case
of infinite lifetimes, except that the ‘‘Brownian propagato
is the exact solution for the geminate problem with tw
lifetimes.37 Briefly, N particles~B! are initially randomly dis-
tributed within a big sphere of radiusR, in the center of
which is located the excited, static ‘‘target’’ molecule A* .
The B particles are moved one at time, keeping the oth
frozen. Each B moves using a large time-step and Gaus
random numbers when it is far from A*, and using a smal
time step and random numbers from the exact Brown
propagator if it is either bound or close to A* ~within the
‘‘reaction zone’’!. Doing so, it keeps its own ‘‘internal’’ time
until it reaches the reaction zone, when it is delayed unt
catches up with the ‘‘real’’ time.

The reaction zone is a small sphere of radiusr 0 around
A, which is chosen such that the average number of parti
in the spherical shell betweena and r 0 is about 0.1@i.e.,
(r 0

32a3)/R350.1/N]. This ensures that the probability o
having more than one B-particle in this zone is negligib
Then, a minimal time-step,t0 , is chosen from the relation
r 05a1bA2Dt0, with b'8. It is sufficiently small so that
particles cannot hop across this zone in a single step. It
ensures that the frequency of encounters,ckDt0 , is very
small (1025– 1023). The time-step outside this zone in
creases as described in Part I.31

The difference from the previous algorithm31 is that, as
B-particles move, we need to decide whether A* or AB*
have decayed into the ground electronic state. If A is bou
the Green functionp(r ,t0ur) for the geminate 2-lifetime
problem37 of an initially bound state (r5* ) allows to calcu-
late the AB* decay probability aspdecay512@p(* ,t0u* )
1*d3rp(r ,t0u* )#. Thus a single uniform random numberj
in @0,1# determines whether the bound B-particle rema
bound, dissociates to distancer or ~if j<pdecay) AB* decays
to the ground state.

When A is unbound, the situation is more complicated23

and we adopt the following strategy. If there is no B-partic
in the reaction zone, decay to the ground-state duringt0

occurs with probability 12exp(2k08t0) characteristic of a
simple unimolecular reaction. If there is exactly one parti
in this zone~with a,r,r 0), its motion determines the de
Downloaded 22 Aug 2002 to 132.64.1.37. Redistribution subject to AIP
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cay probability which is pdecay512@p(*, t0ur)
1*d3rp(r ,t0ur)#. Here, again, we use the exact Gre
function for the geminate 2-lifetime problem.37 In the rare
cases that there happens to be an additional particle~s! in this
zone, the nearest particle determines the decay probabilit
above, whereas the next nearest particle moves with a sc
random number, (12pdecay)j, with pdecaycalculated from its
own value ofr.

As time proceeds, the outer sphere is gradually shrink
so that the trajectory of any B-particle outside it is term
nated. Thus N decreases with time. Also, the who
N-particle trajectory is terminated if, at a given time-ste
either A* or A*B cross into the ground electronic state. Ea
multiparticle trajectory occupies one node in a 24-proces
Pentium III PC-cluster, running under the Linux flavor
Unix. Typically, over 10 million trajectories are averaged
produce the binding and survival probabilities. Each calcu
tion was performed for an initially free and an initially oc
cupied trap.

IV. RESULTS

We have calculated both survival and binding probab
ties, for both initial conditions, for the various paramete
depicted in Fig. 2. For clarity, we concentrate below
P(tu* ) for small concentrations andS(tueq) for large con-
centrations.~This choice corresponds to the larger chan
with time.! Parameters which were held constant through
this study areD51, a51, ka5125, andkd55. Without loss
of generality~see Sec. II A!, eitherk0 or k08 were set to zero.
Some derived parameters, which appear in the approxim
theories, are given in Table I.

Figures 3 and 4 show a series of computations for
binding probability,P(tu* ), for c50.1 with small and posi-
tive ~Fig. 3! or negative~Fig. 4! Dk. The upper panel in each
figure shows our Brownian dynamics~BD! results for
P(tu* )exp@(k081keff)t# as bold lines, wherekeff is taken from
Eq. ~2.15a!. For smallDk, we expect the PA to hold, Eq
~2.13!. This approximation withF̃05F̃MPK1 , is shown as the

TABLE I. Values for the parameters characterizing the various simulati
shown in the indicated figures. Other parameters are held fixed ata51, ka

5125, kd55, andD51. v05F̃MPK1(0), see Table II in Ref. 31.keff andA
or B are the exponent and amplitudes in Eqs.~2.19c! and ~2.19a!, respec-
tively. The PA regime occurs whenuv0Dk/kdu,cKeq.

Figure k0 k08 cKeq Dk/kd v0Dk/kd keff1k08 A, B

3 0.25 0 2.5 0.05 0.319 0.174 0.675
3 0.5 0 2.5 0.1 0.638 0.337 0.631
3 1 0 2.5 0.2 1.277 0.629 0.535
4 0 1 2.5 20.2 21.277 0.223 0.830
4 0 0.5 2.5 20.1 20.638 0.126 0.780
4 0 0.25 2.5 20.05 20.319 0.067 0.749
5 5 0 25 1 2.595 4.787 0.047
6 0 10 25 22 25.19 0.322 0.027
7 2.5 0 2.5 0.5 3.192 1.216 0.264
7 5 0 2.5 1 6.384 – –
7 10 0 2.5 2 12.77 – –
8 0 10 2.5 20.5 212.77 0.734 –
8 0 5 2.5 21 26.384 0.602 –
8 0 2.5 2.5 22 23.192 0.434 –
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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dashed lines. As can be seen, its quality decreases with
creasinguDku, whereas the somewhat more involved MPK
theory17,19,20describes well all three examples in each figu
~full lines!. Note also, that the results forDk.0 (,0) lie
below ~above! the equal-lifetime case~dotted line!.

The non-constancy of the long-time plateau@the quantity
A in Eq. ~2.19c!# could be due to inaccuracies in the theor
ical expression forkeff . We modify it slightly ~4th digit! to
get a flat plateau, which is then subtracted to produce
bottom panels. At23/2 behavior is observed for the BD da
~but not for the PA!, and it lies above~below! the equal-
lifetime case~dotted curve! whenDk.0 (,0). This behav-
ior contrasts with the claim of Kwacet al.23 that the power-
law behavior disappears when the lifetimes become uneq

Results for a larger concentration (c51) are shown in
Figs. 5 (Dk.0) and 6 (Dk,0). These correspond to two o
the points located along the linecKeq525 in Fig. 2. Herekeff

is much closer tok0 than to k08 , and the plateau appea
flatter. Both PA and MPK2 performs better for negativeDk
~than for positiveDk), where the PA appears even bett
than MPK2. Subtraction of the plateau@B in Eq. ~2.19a!#
shows that the approach to quasiequilibrium is character

FIG. 3. Binding probabilities for the reversible A1B↔ AB reaction with
different lifetimes, static A/AB and an initially bound state. Brownian d
namics simulations~bold lines! for Dk.0 are compared with two approxi
mate theories, MPK2 and PA. The bottom panel shows, on a log–log s
the approach to the plateau of the BD simulations shown in the upper p
To obtain these data, the theoretical value ofA ~see Table I! for k050.5 has
been modified toA50.624. The fixed parameters for this reaction area
51, D51, ka5125, kd55, c50.1, andk0850, whereask0 is varied as
indicated.
Downloaded 22 Aug 2002 to 132.64.1.37. Redistribution subject to AIP
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by a clear change of slope as the long-timet23/2 behavior
sets in~inset!.

In the QA regime~Fig. 7!, MPK2 breaks down at long
times, whereas the QA becomes progressively better asDk
increases~long-dashed lines!. When Dk510, it is already
indistinguishable from our simulation data. The QA~full !
was calculated by inserting the Smoluchowski-type relat

le,
el.

FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 3 for negativeDk. Herek050, whereask08 is varied as
indicated. To obtain the data in the lower panel, the theoretical value oA
~see Table I! for k0850.5 andk0850.25 has been modified toA50.766 and
0.743, respectively.

FIG. 5. Same as Fig. 3 for a larger concentration,c51, andDk.0. Here the
approach to the plateau,B, is shown in the inset.
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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for S(tueq), Eq.~2.27!, into the convolution-relation~2.9b!.
It fits our simulations reasonably well also slightly outsi
the borders of the QA regime~gray circles in Fig. 2!. Its
long-time asymptotic limit, QA~asy!, calculated from Eq.
~2.35!, is shown by the dashed–dotted lines in Fig. 7 for
two largestDk values. It is evident that this equation inde
gives the correct long-time asymptotics of the full QA.

Finally, Fig. 8 shows simulation results in a regim
where neither the PA or QA are expected to work~large
negativeDk and smallc). To get a rough plateau at lon
times we multiply the data by exp(keff8 t), wherekeff8 is larger
than keff of Eq. ~2.15a!. The PA with keff is bad ~dashed
curves!, but if we replace it by a yet larger value,keff9 , we can
get an improved approximation~PA8, dashed–dotted curves!.

V. CONCLUSION

We presented first detailed microscopic simulations o
reversible excited-state reaction in 3D with different excite
state lifetimes, using the enhanced algorithm developed
Part I.31 This reaction shows unexpectedly rich behavior. W
have investigated in detail two regimes~PA and QA!, corre-
sponding roughly to small and large~and positive! Dk val-
ues.

FIG. 6. Same as Fig. 5 for large and negativeDk.

FIG. 7. Same as Fig. 3 in the QA regime. Top to bottom:ckS50.966, 1.046,
and 1.092. See text for discussion.
Downloaded 22 Aug 2002 to 132.64.1.37. Redistribution subject to AIP
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A fundamental quantity for which we have derived a
approximate expression, Eq.~2.15a!, is the effective long-
time exponent,keff1k08 . It was obtained for the PA, where w
can use the ‘‘diffusion factor function’’F̃(s) derived for
equal lifetimes~e.g., via the MPK1 theory!. Nevertheless, an
appropriate limit ofkeff is identical with the exponentckS

that we find in the QA regime. It thus appears that E
~2.15a! is approximately valid over a wide range of param
eters, and differences in behavior arise from higher or
terms.

Our keff changes sign whenDk50, and this appears to
be the origin of the ‘‘transition’’ identified by Kwacet al.23

In other words, the long time exponent isk08 only in the
geminate limit, whereas it tends tok0 as the concentration o
B-particles increases. Becausekeff and its derivatives vary
smoothly withDk50, see Fig. 1, we would not use the te
minology ‘‘kinetic transition’’ here. Another claim by Kwac
et al.,23 that thet23/2 behavior disappears, was not substa
tiated. We do find a plateau with at23/2 approach to it within
the PA regime. There is always the theoretical possibility t
this constitutes some intermediate-time behavior. Yet pra
cally, after identifying the correct long-time exponent, it
possible to observe the power-law behavior.

We checked to see in which regime the experimen
data for ES proton-transfer from a photoacid such
hydroxypyrene-trisulfonate~HPTS! resides. This reaction
has been used twice32,34 to search for the many-body asymp
totics depicted by Eq.~1.1!, by lowering thepH from 6 to 2.
Although the ES lifetimes for acid and base are slightly d
ferent (k050.20 ns21 and k0850.18 ns21, thus Dk50.02
ns21! these authors treated the reaction as ifk05k08 . Accord-
ing to Kwac et al.,23 the plateau in this case is only a tra
sient feature.

Using the screened Debye–Hu¨ckel potential for these

FIG. 8. The kinetics outside the PA and QA regimes (k050, largek08 vary-
ing as indicated, and small concentration,c50.1). Other parameters as i
Fig. 3. Top to bottom:keff1k0850.734, 0.602, and 0.434.keff8 1k0851.057,
0.734, and 0.467.keff9 1k0858.2, 3.85, and 1.48.
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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ionic solutions, we find from the parameters reported in
experimental work that in thepH range of 6–2,l varies
from 8.0 to 9.0 ns21, whereasv0Dk varies from about 0.2 to
0.05 ns21. Hence the inequality in Eq.~2.17a! is fulfilled.
This reaction lies deep in the PA regime, and more so w
increasing proton concentration. Thus there should be no
problem with the analysis of the experimental data, exc
that the kinetic parameters derived subject to the assump
of equal lifetimes can be different from the correct ones. T
is exemplified by the deviation of the curves in Figs. 3 an
from the equal-lifetime case. We hope to be able to util
the results of the present study to correct the experimen
derived parameters.

A different behavior seems to hold in the QA regim
~large and positiveDk). First, the asymptotic exponentia
term, exp@2c(kS1k08)t#, is multiplied by exp(2bAt). The
binding probability is then multiplied by an asymptotic seri
which begins with at21/2 rather than at23/2 term as in the PA
regime@see Eq.~2.35!#. This asymptotics has been verified
Fig. 7.

Finally, we have compared three approximate theo
with the exact simulation results for the complete time d
pendence, finding that MPK2 agrees very well with the d
for small concentrations and small or negativeDk. The PA
works particularly well at high concentrations, and the QA
for large and positiveDk. Additional comparison of the
simulations with various approximate theories will be p
sented in future work.
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APPENDIX: PROOF FOR THE SMOLUCHOWSKI LIMIT

We investigate the conditions under which the man
body equations for reversible binding, Eqs.~2.2!, with two
lifetimes (k0850 and k0.0) obey the quasistationary ap
proximation~QA! which reduces them to the Smoluchowsk
type behavior in Eq. ~2.24!. Following Gopich and
Agmon,11,21,22 we take the Fourier–Laplace transform
Eqs.~2.2!, obtaining

~s1L2! F̂̃A8 ~l,s!

5F̂A8
0~l!2(

i 51

N

@Ii Ŵa~l i ,l i8! F̂̃A8 ~li i 8 ,s!

2Ŵd~l i ! F̂̃ABi
8 ~lÞ i ,s!, ~A1a!

~s1kd1k01LÞ i
2 ! F̂̃ABi

8 ~lÞ i ,s!

5Ii Ŵa~l i8! F̂̃A8 ~li i 8 ,s!, ~A1b!

where we have defined the many-body Fourier variables
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L2[D(
i 51

N

l i
2 ,

li i 8[~l1 , . . . ,l i 21 ,l i8 ,l i 11 , . . . ,lN!, ~A2a!

LÞ i
2 [D (

j Þ i 51

N

l j
2 ,

lÞ i[~l1 , . . . ,l i 21 ,l i 11 , . . . ,lN!. ~A2b!

Note that thel ’s here denote Fourier variables, and are th
different from thel ’s in the text.

The sink term and sink kernel are given by the spa
Fourier transforms,

Ŵa~l![E
0

`

d3r s~lr ! Wa~r !, ~A3a!

Ŵa~l,l8![E
0

`

d3r s~lr ! s~l8r ! Wa~r !, ~A3b!

with s(z)[sinz/z. The integration operator over thei th Fou-
rier component is defined by

Ii[
1

~2p!3E0

`

d3l i8 . ~A4!

We subsequently assume ‘‘contact’’ reactivities, for which

Ŵa5ka s~la!, Ŵd5kd s~la!,

Ŵa~l,l8!5s~la!s~l8a!. ~A5!

Upon substitution of Eq.~A1b! in Eq. ~A1a!, one finally
finds22

~s1L2! F̂̃A8 ~l,s!5F̂A8
0~l!2(

i 51

N s1k01LÞ i
2

s1kd1k01LÞ i
2

3Ii Ŵa~l i ,l i8! F̂̃A8 ~li i 8 ,s!. ~A6!

The survival probability is obtained by taking the lim
l→0.

We consider below the conditions under which this
sult simplifies to the corresponding QA result. The essenc
the approximation is in assuming that the intermedi
AB i-state becomes, after a short induction period, time in
pendent:]F̂AB8 /]t'0. This sets the variables in the Laplace
transform ~A1b! to zero. ~A more elaborate QA is
obtainable42 by settings52keff.) By substituting it into Eq.
~A1a!, one finds that Eq.~A6! reduces to

~s1L2! F̂̃A8 ~l,s!'F̂A8
0~l!2(

i 51

N k01LÞ i
2

kd1k01LÞ i
2

3Ii Ŵa~l i ,l i8! F̂̃A8 ~li i 8 ,s!. ~A7!

Alternately, we can sets'0 in Eq. ~A1b! if s!k01kd . But
to haves'0 also in the right-hand side~rhs! of Eq. ~A6!
requiress!k0 , which follows from s!k01kd if also kd

!k0 . Then the QA becomes exact at such long times th
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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t.1/k0 . ~A8!

In the limit l→0, Eq. ~A7! becomes equivalent to Eq
~A1a! with kd50 andka replaced bykirr of Eq. ~2.21!. The
exact solution of the latter is given by the Smoluchow
theory of irreversible diffusion-influenced reactions.41–44

Thus at long times,

]F̂A8

]t
;2ckSF̂A8 , ~A9!

with kS given by Eq.~2.26!.
To see the implication of this result, let us write E

~A1b! in the time-domain,

~kd1k01LÞ i
2 !F̂ABi

8 ~lÞ i ,t !

5Ii Ŵa~l i8! F̂A8 ~li i 8 ,t !2]F̂ABi
8 ~lÞ i ,t !/]t . ~A10!

The QA follows if ]F̂ABi
8 /]t can be neglected in compariso

with the first term on the rhs. Inserting the approximateF̂ABi
8

in the rhs of Eq.~A10! gives

~kd1k01LÞ i
2 !F̂ABi

8 ~lÞ i ,t !

'Ii Ŵa~l i8! F̂A8 ~li i 8 ,t !2
Ii Ŵa~l i8!

kd1k01LÞ i
2

]F̂A8 ~li i 8 ,t !

]t

~A11!

;S 11
ckS

kd1k01LÞ i
2 D Ii Ŵa~l i8! F̂A8 ~li i 8 ,t !. ~A12!

Hence we conclude that the QA is valid if

ckS

kd1k0
!1. ~A13!

Summarizing, our QA should be valid whenboth kd and
ckS are small as compared tok0 , see Eq.~2.28!, and then
only for t.1/k0 . However, if the Smoluchowski asymptot
limit in Eq. ~A9! has not been established by this time, it
better to replacekS by kirr ~note thatkirr.kS). Then we get
ckirr,k0 , and this is identical with the chemical kinetic co
dition for the QA, Eq.~2.20!.
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